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and linguistic knowledge and add culturally responsive skills and dispositions that
better connect us to ourselves and our "others." Other "deeper" level cultural constructs
have been created to assist us with this transformation.
Weaver (1986) used an iceberg metaphor to illustrate the many layers of culture
and language associated with culture. Weaver conceptualized culture as containing
three advancing and concentric levels referred to, in turn, as "surface," "folk," and
"deep" culture (see Figure 2.1). fu one views an iceberg, one will notice that the majority of the iceberg is out ofview of the observer, not appar€nt and out of consciousness.
Howeve5 this unseen aspect ofthe iceberg encompasses most ofits power, This out-ofawareness portion of the iceberg or "culture" is referred to as "deep" culture. One's
metaphysical, axiological, and epistemological orientations are often manifested at this
"deep" suuctural level of culture that is usually not explored or challenged. As an
example, concepts of beauty, sin, justice, ordering of time, and concepts of past and
hrture are contained in the "deep" structural layer ofculture. Contrariwise, elements of
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2.1 lceberg Model ofCulture

Source: From "Understanding and Coping with Cfoss-Culturat Adjustment stre5s," by G. Wcavcr, 1986. In R. paige (Ed.),
Ctoss-Culturol Otientotion: New Conceptuolizotions ond Applicotions {pp. 137- 167). Copyright 1986 by University Prcss
of America. Adapted with Dermis5ion of the author.

